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Best Practice Guidebook

Capitalizing on Social Media to Drive an Effective Product Launch
guidebook summary
Firm: Microsoft Corporation
Industry: Technology Products and Solutions
Headquarters: Redmond, Washington, United States
Geographic Footprint: Global
Ownership: Public
Revenue (2009): $58.4 billion USD
Problem:
Microsoft seeks to build long-term relationships with brand enthusiasts
and engage them in the new product launch process.
Solution:
Microsoft leverages social media to engage brand enthusiasts who will
support the launch of Windows 7. Microsoft’s strategy includes:
• Identifying and organizing brand enthusiasts
• Rewarding brand enthusiasts’ active participation
• Monitoring online conversations for opportunities to engage and
amplify peer-to-peer recommendations
• Providing brand enthusiasts with tools to drive word-of-mouth

Business Results:
• Social media-driven impressions surpassed goal by 140%
• 7-point increase in purchase consideration after the launch
• Reached 4% market share in one month (previous OS version took
seven months)
Resources Required:
• Dedicated social media team to drive strategic focus
• Monitoring agencies to track and analyze online conversations
Applicability of Best Practice to Executive Functions:
Function

Applicability

Marketing
Market Research
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The Windows marketing team evaluates key trade-offs to guide its social media engagement process
Windows 7 Social Media Engagement Process

Establish Social
Media Team

Identify Brand
Enthusiasts

Engage Brand
Enthusiasts

Trade-off
Should we create a
dedicated team or
can we manage with
current resources?

Trade-off
Should we focus
on mainstream
customers or
passionate Windows
users?

Trade-off
Should we incentivize
enthusiasts’
participation or
rely on voluntary
engagement?

Trade-off
Should we jump in
to every channel or
gradually build our
presence where
enthusiasts are
prevalent?

Decision
A dedicated social
media team ensures the
necessary resources
are in place to
capitalize on the longterm opportunities
presented by social
media.

Decision
A narrow focus on a
select group of brand
enthusiasts allows
Marketing to engage
individuals with greater
potential to influence
others’ decisions.

Decision
Targeted engagement
tactics strengthen
existing relationships,
create new bonds, and
ensure enthusiasts feel
valued by the Windows
team.

Decision
Building a social media
presence where
brand enthusiast
conversations are
taking place ensures
the team’s engagement
activities can have the
most impact.
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Build Tailored
Presence Online

Monitor
Sentiment

Trade-off
Should we
disregard negative
conversations or
look at them as
opportunities?

Decision
Monitoring the
sentiment of
conversations for
positive and negative
themes weekly enables
the marketing team to
adjust its tactics leading
up to the launch.

Equip Brand
Enthusiasts

Trade-off
Should we arm
enthusiasts with tools
to spread the word
or leave them to
their own devices?

Decision
Providing enthusiasts
with simple tools to
promote and share
information with their
peers encourages
trial and customer
consideration of the
product leading up to
the launch.

Source: Microsoft Corporation; Growth Team Membership™ research.
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key takeaway: Establish a full-time social media team to manage strategy and engage brand enthusiasts
The Windows marketing unit establishes a dedicated team to ensure a long-term commitment to engagement through social media
Windows Social Media Team
Social Media Strategy Lead
Focus: Windows Social Media Strategy
Responsibilities:
• Lead development of the social media strategy
• Maintain accountability for program success
• Manage the social media team and resources required for specific campaigns
• Monitor emerging opportunities in social media

Community Manager
Focus: Windows-Supported Online Communities
Responsibilities:
• Attract individuals to Windows‑supported
communities
• Screen potential candidates for invite-only online
communities
• Interact with community members to ensure high
engagement with Microsoft and its products

Social Media Program Manager

Social Media Campaign Lead

Focus: External Online Communities
Responsibilities:
• Engage users of Windows-related social media sites
and communities
• Grow the number of individuals in each social media
channel/community
• Measure the return on investment of engaging in
external social media channels

Focus: Specific Windows Social Media Campaigns
Responsibilities:
• Manage each social media campaign
• Ensure integrated messages across all social media
channels
• Measure the return on investment for the campaign

why invest in a dedicated social media team?
Key reasons for a dedicated social media team include:
•• The rapid and ongoing increase in social media usage among consumers,
customers, and prospects
•• The ever-increasing number of social media engagement tools available for
executives to leverage
•• The vast amount of monitoring services available that need to be understood
and managed
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how can we locate brand enthusiasts?
Brand enthusiasts can be located through a variety of means, including:
•• Browsing category-related discussion forums and communities
•• Using free and paid listening tools to scan social media channels for key
words and brand-related conversations
•• Establishing a brand enthusiast program and inviting current customers

Source: Microsoft Corporation; Growth Team Membership™ research.
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View GTM’s webinar with Cory Toedebusch (Microsoft)

Please contact us to learn how to access
the full Best Practice Guidebook or for
information on Growth Team Membership.™

Register for the Webinar

Capitalizing on Social Media to Drive an
Effective Product Launch
GTM and Cory Toedebusch, Group Marketing Manager at The Microsoft
Corporation, present this best practice where Cory shared his key lessons
learned and participated in a Q&A.
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